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Novel Single-Poly EEPROM With Damascene
Control-Gate Structure

Hung-Cheng Sung, Tan Fu Lei, Te-Hsun Hsu, S. W. Wang, Ya-Chen Kao, Yung-Tao Lin, and Chung S. Wang

Abstract—A novel single-poly EEPROM using damascene con-
trol gate (CG) structure is presented in this letter. The CG is tung-
sten (W) line made by a damascene process, and intergate dielectric
is Al2O3 grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD). The program
and erase mechanism is the same as the one for traditional stacked-
gate cell, which uses the channel hot electron injection for pro-
gramming and Fowler–Nordheim tunneling for channel erasing.
With the high dielectric constant (K) property of Al2O3, we can
perform the program and erase function with a voltage less than
6.5 V, which can be handled by 3.3 V devices instead of tradi-
tional high voltage devices. In the process compatibility aspect,
this new cell needs only two extra masking steps over the stan-
dard CMOS process, and the high- material is deposited in the
back-end metallization steps without the contamination concerns
on the front-end process. Therefore, this new technology is suit-
able for embedded application. In this letter, the good cell perfor-
mance is demonstrated; such as, fast programming/erasing, good
endurance and data retention.

Index Terms—Atomic layer deposition (ALD), damascene,
EEPROM, single poly.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE double-poly stacked-gate nonvolatile memory has
dominated Flash technology for more than decades be-

cause of its small cell size, robust programming/erasing, and
good reliability performance [1]. However, up to ten extra
masking steps for the cell and high-voltage (HV) devices
formation make the embedded application unfavorable due to
the high process cost. To overcome the problem, some single
poly approaches using well coupling were proposed [2], [3].
However, this kind of approach has a very large cell size, as a
result, the application is limited to low-density EEPROM only.
In this letter, a novel single-poly EEPROM with small cell size
and fewer extra masking steps is presented. The uniqueness of
this cell is that the control gate (CG) structure is a tungsten line
formed by damascene process and the inter-gate dielectric is
the high- material grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD)
[4]. Because a stronger coupling between CG and floating-gate
(FG) is induced by the high- material like Al O , the program
and erase voltage can be lowered from 10 to 6.5 V. Therefore,
the program/erase circuitry can be handled by 3.3 V devices
instead of conventional HV devices [5], [6]. Furthermore, the
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-sectional view of a single cell and (b) top view cell layout.
The ideal 2T and 1T cell size is 26 and 18 F , respectively, (c) TEM picture of
final cell, and (d) typical cell operation condition.

cell size can be very compact because the control gate is on
top of the FG but not from the huge well diffusion. For CMOS
process compatibility, this new approach need only two extra
masking steps, which are deep n-well (DNW) and CG, in addi-
tion, there is no the high- material contamination concerns to
the front-end process because the material is deposited during
back-end metallization steps. Therefore, the new cell presented
in this letter is very suitable for middensity embedded multi-
time-program (MTP) applications.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

The cross-sectional and top view of a single cell is shown in
Fig. 1(a) and (b). The ideal 2T and 1T cell size is 26 and 18 F ,
respectively [7]. For a feasibility study, a relaxed 2T cell, 1.5

m , is chosen in this experiment because the 2T structure is
immune from the over-erase concern [8]. The channel width is
0.32 m, and the channel length for FG and select gate is 0.4 and
0.18 m, respectively. The FG overlap with STI is 0.32 m per
side. The starting material is the P-type wafer with 8–12 cm
resistance. The device fabrication begins with a DNW photo and
implantation, then uses the standard 0.18- m CMOS process
from shallow-trench isolation (STI) to contact plug formation.
The gate oxide ( 7 nm) and gate poly (150 200 nm) for pe-
riphery devices are acted as the tunneling oxide and floating
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Fig. 2. (a) Program characteristics under different source (V ) voltage, (b)
erasing characteristics with different CG voltage.

poly for this EEPROM device. After contact plug formation, the
control gate is formed by a tungsten (W) damascene process,
which includes Control gate photo and etching, Al O deposi-
tion, barrier metal (TiN) deposition, W fill, and CMP. A proper
oxidation treatment ( 1 nm) before ALD and a post ALD an-
neal were done to ensure a good inter-gate dielectric quality. The
physical thickness and the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) of
Al O is about 20 and 9 nm, respectively. After the CG dama-
scene process, the typical back-end metal process is followed.
The transmission electron microscope (TEM) picture of final
cell is shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that the high- film, Al O ,
is deposited in the back-end metallization steps but not in the
front-end process shown in the previous works [5], [9], so there
is no contamination concern. To prevent data retention problems
induced by salicidation, the cell area is blocked with protective
oxide during the salicidation process [10].

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The program and erase mechanism is the same as the one for
traditional stacked-gate cell, which uses channel hot electron
injection for programming and Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tun-
neling for channel erasing. The typical cell operation is shown
in Fig. 1(d). As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the programming
and erasing can be accomplished in 500 and 100 ms, respec-
tively. The maximum voltage is 6.5 and 5 V for programming
and erasing, respectively. The voltage is less than the typical
stacked-gate flash memory because of the stronger FG-CG
coupling contributed by the high- film, Al O , whose dielec-
tric constant is nine, which is 2.3 times and 28% higher than
oxide and nitride, respectively. The coupling ratio is around
70%, which is calculated from the cell layout and the EOT. No
disturb behavior is found on the nonselected cells in bit-line and
word-line directions during programming. Figs. 3 and 4 show
the single cell reliability on cycling and retention. As shown in
Fig. 3, the cell current only degrades 10% after 100-K cycling.
In Fig. 4, data retention is projected to last more than ten years
at 150 C for the cells with cycling up to 100 to 1 K. However,
the current of the cell with 10-K cycling drops seriously within
24 h but reaches a saturation level on the further extended bake.
We think that there are two possible mechanisms causing this
current drop. The first one is the trapping characteristics of the
Al O film, which is known to be a good trapping material [9].

Fig. 3. Endurance cycling characteristics with CHE programming and FN
erasing. Only 10% current drop is observed after 100-K cycling.

Fig. 4. Data retention characteristics under various precycling stress at 150 C
baking.

Because there is no sufficient top and bottom barrier for the
Al O in this study, the charges driven by high program/erase
electric field could be easily trapped in Al O . More cycling
times will result in more trapped charges and worsen the data
retention performance [11]. The second possible reason is that
the tunneling oxide was damaged by the W CMP stress during
damascene CG process. To clarify the root cause and to further
improve the retention performance, the experiments on the
interpoly dielectric film and CG forming process are on going.

IV. CONCLUSION

The EEPROM cell with W damascene CG was presented for
the first time. The device fabrication was very compatible to
standard CMOS process because the extra masking step is only
two over the CMOS process and the high- film is deposited
in the back-end metallization steps. The ideal cell size for 2T
and 1T cell is about 26 and 18 F , which is much smaller than
other single poly EEPROM with nwell coupling. In addition,
the good single cell performance with 6.5 V program/erase is
demonstrated in this letter. Owing to the significant advantages
like logic compatible process, compact cell size and low voltage
program/erase operation, this new cell is suitable for middensity
embedded MTP application.
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